CHOICES — WE MAKE THEM EASY

It’s really all about what’s best for you. And we’ve made it easy with our Choices panel system. Whether it’s touchdown places, collaborative team spaces, personal workstations or tailored, managerial offices, you’ll appreciate the proven quality and high performance solutions possible with Choices by Trendway. It’s really that easy.
KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Choices makes it simple to create unique, inspiring and highly functional spaces. The slim 2” system panel is constructed from welded steel and shipped fully assembled, making it the easiest to specify and install system on the market.
SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE

Looking for a more sustainable approach? Our Less is More Program makes it easy to create beautiful, more sustainable workspaces with a pre-selected array of products and materials that create less waste in manufacturing — all without sacrificing style or function.

SURFACE MATERIALS

Choose from a palette of beautiful woodgrains and versatile neutral solids. Dress it up or keep it simple with one of the five Pull options. Choices offers plenty of ways to express your personal style.
EXTENDING YOUR CHOICES

System elements integrate with Trig® Desking and Intrinsic® Freestanding — blending beautifully to provide almost limitless design flexibility. A broad selection of design options extend the possibilities even further — warm up the space with woodgrain laminate, choose from one of five pull options, or use our Feek® coated foam solutions as guest seating or extra work surface area — the choice is yours.
Most Trendway products conform to the ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e level® Furniture Sustainability Standard. Visit our website to view current certifications for specific products.

Trendway Products are tested for conformance to SCS Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold™ requirements. Visit our website to view current certifications for specific products.